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OECD Green Growth Strategy
• June 2009: OECD Ministerial Council Meeting
(MCM) adopted the Declaration on Green
Growth
• OECD developed horizontal Green Growth
Strategy to achieve economic recovery and capture
new source of growth based on sustainability
• Led by core Directorates: ENV, ECO, STD & DSTI
• Final report published as Towards Green Growth
in May 2011 to be presented as Rio+20 contribution
• Work for implementing the Strategy continues
subsequently.
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Innovation helps green and growth
• Innovation involves the generation and creative use of
knowledge as well as its diffusion through increasingly
global markets and networks
• Enhances the growth potential of the economy, e.g.:
Innovation accounted for over 2/3 of labour
productivity growth in several OECD economies
in 1995-2006
• Facilitates the transition to a greener economy, e.g.:
 Climate mitigation costs in 2050 would be
halved - reduced from 4% of world GDP to 2%
through innovation

Aiming for technology transition
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Different types of solutions needed

Different levels of innovation

Disruptive
innovation
Incremental
innovation

Radical
innovation

Systemic or
transformative
innovation
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Increasing interest in business models
• OECD launched eco-innovation study in 2008 and has
focused on business models since 2010.
• FORA submitted a green paper for Nordic Council of
Ministers in 2010 and Nordic countries continue
investigation of “green business models”.
• European Commission looks into the potential of
“business model innovation” as part of eco-innovation
and sustainable industrial policy
• Japan’s METI study on “servicising” (2007); promoting
“societal system”, “system package export”
• US EPA workshop on green servicising (2011)
• Netherlands Min.IenM workshop on new business
models for sustainability (2011)

OECD business case studies
• Focus on radical & systemic eco-innovation … higher
potential to enable decoupling and challenge the
technology regime
• Particular attention to innovation in business models …
e.g. a shift from selling products to providing functions
• 27 countries are taking part and 95 examples (out of 490
nominations) are being examined by country experts –
interviews & write case reports
• The analysis will be published in 2012.
• Prominent cases: New mobility, Green building, Ecotowns, Material reuse & recycle, Product improvement,
IT optimisation, Industrial symbiosis, Water saving
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Diverse policies are needed
• Market instruments – e.g. a tax on carbon – will increase
the incentives for firms to invest in eco-innovation, but has
tended to lead mainly to incremental innovation and do not
remove all barriers to eco-innovation
• Additional policies to strengthen eco-innovation, e.g.:
– Investment in research (including international cooperation)
– Support for other technologies, including ICT, biotech,
nanotech, etc.
– Demand-pull policies
– Technology transfer, to diffuse technologies globally

• Need to consider and influence framework conditions

Objectives of the workshop
• Showcase good practices from OECD & NI studies

• Enhance understanding of the role of new business
models in eco-innovation
• Extract lessons for industry on how good practices
can be replicated and scaled up
• Extract lessons for policies on how business model
innovation can be stimulated and supported by
government
• Create a network of experts and innovators

• Identify future work
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Structure of the workshop
• Keynotes and preliminary findings from OECD
study to give an overview
• Showcase 5 areas of eco-innovation and extract
lessons and the role of business models
• More examples from related EU projects and
preliminary findings from NI study
• Panel discussions for synthesising lessons for
industry
• Presentation of EU strategies and policy roundtables
for synthesising lessons for government

Looking forward to collaboration
• Have your say and take part
actively
• Provide your knowledge to
enhance understanding
• Report will be compiled and
published in 2012
• See flyers on completed work
tomoo.machiba@oecd.org
www.oecd.org/innovation/green
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